ATTENDEE LIST
Greenovation as focus: new Illinois opportunities with Informatics PhD and interdisciplinary Centers, March 30, 2011

Professor Deke Weaver, School of Art and Design, new media and creator of “Elephant” art performance to raise awareness on biodiversity and the environment.

Dr. Don Wuebbles, Professor Atmospheric Science, and co-leader of the new Center for Transformative Climate Solutions (CTCS); internationally known for his research in the social impact on climate

Professor Shaowen Wang – faculty assoc prof geography and director CyberInfrastructure and Geospatial Information Laboratory

Catherine Wallace - Faculty Microscopist at Beckman Institute

Dr. Linda Vigdor, recent interdisciplinary humanities PhD and Postdoctoral Research Associate, on "Art-Science Collaborations," an NSF grant

Judy Tolliver, Coordinator for Informatics Education Programs, Illinois Informatics Institute

Professor Robert Rich - Faculty and Director, Institute of Governmentt & Public Affairs - University Administration

Mary Pietrowicz – NCSA staff; interested in PhD

Dr. Anand Padmanabhan, research scientist, CyberInfrastructure and Geospatial Information Laboratory

Professor Beth Sandore Namachchivaya - Faculty and University Associate Librarian; interested in the potential partnerships; digital preservation programs and digital imaging

Dr. Radha Nandkumar, NCSA Associate Director International Programs, Astrophysicist and reviewer for the Cyprus Institute PhD fellowships at UIUC

Dr. Deana McDonagh, Empathic Design Researcher, SA+D/Beckman Institute and faculty, and Associate Professor Industrial Design, UIUC

Ilona Matkovsz, PhD candidate architecture, Fall 2011; interested in Spatial Informatics and Art and Cultural Informatics (art & architectural history, cultural heritage, historic preservation)

Professor Marina Marjanovic - Program Administrator, Strategic Initiative on Imaging, Beckman Institute and Adjunct Assistant Professor, College of Medicine

Dr. Steve Marshak, Director of the School of Earth, Society and Environment, and Professor of Geology

Claudia Vicentelo Lupa – PhD candidate; connected with Urban Planning and Technology; interested in collaborative and multidisciplinary scenario programs

Professor Logan Liu - Faculty Asst. Professor ECE, micro & nano lab

Stuart Levy, Advanced Vis Lab at NCSA

Dr. Volodymyr Kindratenko – NCSA staff and teaches computer science

John Hart, ECE

Matthew Hall, Advanced Vis Lab at NCSA

Professor Nan Goggin - Faculty and Chair Art and Design, College FAA, UIUC
Dr. Guy Garnett, Associate Director eDream and IACAT Creativity and Computing co-PI; faculty in Music and Chair governing committee Informatics PhD

Professor George Francis, Faculty mathematics and computer graphics

Professor Michael Dietze - Faculty Assistant Prof Plant Biology, Energy Biosciences Institute, IGB, environmental sciences

Dr. Donna Cox, MFA, Director Advanced Visualization Lab, NCSA, and eDream Institute and leader in the art of scientific visualization.

AJ Christensen, Advanced Vis Lab at NCSA

Jeff Carpenter, Advanced Vis Lab at NCSA

Professor William Bullock, Director Design for Energy and Environment Laboratory, Illinois Sustainable Technology Center, and UIUC Industrial Design.

Vanessa Brasfield, interested graduate student from Indiana University

(Ross) Yaroslav D. Bodnar - biophysics PhD candidate, year 3

Mona Heath, Deputy CIO, University of Illinois

Glenda Morgan, Off of the CIO, University of Illinois

Jeremiah Bohr – Student

Gale Fulton - Faculty Asst. Professor Landscape Architecture

Alan Craig, PhD, NCSA

Karen Medina, PhD candidate GSLIS

Register but not confirmed

Irfan Ahmad - Assoc Director, CNST

Nathan Banion – Student

Karin Dahmen - Faculty Assoc. Prof Physics

Xuefei Gao – Student

Manas Ranjan Gartia – Student

Sarah Hayle-Katz – Student

Christopher Nixon – Student

Shikhank Sharma - Student

Nahil Sobh - Visiting lead scientist, NCN@UIUC

D'Anne Winston - Human Resources.

Gabriela Walker – Student